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First detach of ship from the deck, take the following lighting part



Install the lighting parts, mind the direction of the cable, the longer side is on the
flag side
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Remove the surface plate, and detach the lighting sets



For the other side, remove the following parts, pull the plug out and connect with
other lighting part
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Pull the cable out on this side



Then put the tan plate back and install the lighting plates and the lamp
And restore the parts
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Now take these lighting parts

Install the lighting blue round plates as shown
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Put the boat back, remove the following plates and install the rest blue lights
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Now take the stairs off to install this lighting parts

Install 2pcs of lighting plates and the lamps as shown
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Put the stairs back, split the cables

Install the lights without the 1x2 plate to the tree next to the stairs
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Then install the other lights

Take the 1x2 plate to install in the cage as shown
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Connect with the USB cable then this half side is done

For the other side, start by taking off the head of the boat
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Install the blue lighting round plates as shown

Restore the head, then install the remain lights by removing the tree and the plate
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Then restore the parts once lights are installed

Then install the 1x4 brown lighting plates to other bottom of the boat
Make sure the direction has to be correct
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Then install the black 1x4 lighting plate here

For the remain lights, pull them to the bottom, remove the 4x12 plate at corner
and install as shown
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Put the plate back and install the rest two round plates

Then take the last lighting parts out
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Start by install the 2 yellow round plates here

Remove the top as shown
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Then install the lighting plates

Put the top back, and remove the tan plates to install the remain lights
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Restore the cover and replace the lamps by the lighting lamps
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After that, connect with the USB cable and that’s all~


